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Erin's Biography
Since being called to the bar in 2011, Erin has practiced
exclusively in the area of family law. With a keen eye for detail and
a creative approach to both strategy and problem solving, she
works with clients to thoughtfully resolve their matters. Erin and
her team appreciate the unique challenges faced by families in the
midst of a breakdown and work closely with their clients to
sensitively handle all issues that arise.
Erin’s expertise spans all areas of family law, from custody and
access matters to complex property issues including corporations,
complicated tax issues, family trusts and farm operations. Erin is
thoughtful in her approach to resolving matters. Where
appropriate, she utilizes alternative dispute resolution processes,
including mediation and arbitration, private negotiation and
litigation.

Practice Areas
Family Law
Adoption
Child Custody & Access
Child Support & Spousal Support
Cohabitation Contracts
Marriage Contracts
Mediation and Arbitration
Property Division
Separation and Divorce

Education and Year of
Call

Prior to attending law school, Erin obtained a Bachelor of Arts in
Radio & Television from Ryerson University, where she learned to
think on her feet and creatively address problems as they arise.

Year of Call (2011)

Erin is a member of the Middlesex Law Association, where she
served as Treasurer for many years. She is also a member of The
Advocates Society, where she is appointed to a task force

BA, Radio and Television Arts,
Ryerson University (2006)

BLL University of Birmingham, UK
(2008)

reviewing the Law Society of Ontario’s consultation paper on the
proposed ‘family legal services provider licence’. In addition, Erin
is the co-chair of Bikes & Barrels, a weekend cycling event that
raises funds for cancer research.
Outside of the office, Erin enjoys skiing, hiking, travelling and
music, all of which she tries to squeeze in when not chasing
around her young children.

Professional Associations
Middlesex Family Law Association
Middlesex Law Association
Ontario Bar Association
Canadian Bar Association
Law Society of Upper Canada
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